Jeem Boom Bha Presents Musical Hearts Show
Saturday OCT 30, 2021 - 7:30 pm
(Zoom meeting link will be open at 7:15 pm)

Ladies and Gentlemen
Fall colors blossom around us. The COVID-19 lock down is still playing hide and seek.
The Alpha vaccinations thus far turned out to be Beta versions giving way to delta
variations! Gamma or Theta, we zealously continue to guard each other!

The favorite MUSICAL HEARTS show is back with bang! This time with 4 unique
singers! So good they were last time, we decided to bring them back in a pack! Yes, the

Non-stop Saturday Special Evening on Oct 30, 2021 will bring back your nostalgia, the
memorable songs we repeatedly listen to!
No Registration needed.
Click this link to open Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81301937233?pwd=b2tneTQ0NS9wSUt0MURkUFduUG5Hdz09
Meeting ID 813 0193 7233
Password: FFF2020

4 unique singers Profile
Sandhya Parthasarathy
Sandhya is a trained Carnatic musician. Sandhya has brightened up the Indian and Canadian
stages with her music. Sandhya's portfolio includes harmonies, tracks, Ads and jingles,
anchoring TV shows in Tamil. Add to these another face! Yes, Sandhya has acted in stage
plays in the Tamil drama capital, Chennai. Sandy has been keenly passing on the musical
talents as a Music teacher in Toronto since 2016! Sandhya has performed earlier in Jeem
Boom Bha show enthralling you all during the pandemic heights.

Nandita Ramesh
Nandita, another jewel from India has adorned the music stages in North America for almost
a decade! Adept at singing Indian Classical, Bollywood, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Marathi
songs, Nandita has partnered with celebrity singers from Kollywood. Bringing happiness to
the listeners is Nandita's cherished motto. Naturally Nandita is classically trained and
teaches music in her spare time. You have enjoyed Nandita singing non-stop for Jeem Boom
Bha show, again during the pandemic.

Ram Ramakrishnan
Ram Ramakrishnan is too good a singer, bringing alive the macho music of SPB, Mohd. Rafi,
Kishore Dada to the listeners. Ram's passion for singing has brought him accolades from
across community in the Americas for decades. A long-time resident of Canada, Ram is know

for his versatility, bringing out the best, the multi-lingual music effortlessly. No wonder Ram
is labeled as a complete entertainer! We did enjoy his wonderful show in a Jeem Boom Bha
pandemic events.

Narayanan (Harish) Raman
Narayanan (Harish) is Jeem Boom Bha's Program head! North American Kishore Dada Harish
is a passionate musician keeping the audience engaged through social media and live
stages. A specialist in Bollywood songs and ghazals, Harish is also adept in singing Tamil,
Malayalam, Marathi, and Bengali songs. The multi-linguist has the aesthetic religious flavor
binding the bakthas through dedicated bhajan circles. A born versatile MC bringing alive
through lively conversations connecting the audience and performers hosting musical and
divine events.

Helping Handi-Care is Helping the Heavenly Souls!
Helping is a Habit!
Let us do it!

Add our whatsapp # 647 853 4419 to your contacts for future communications.
If you have any questions, please mail to info@handicareintl.org
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